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Abstract: Aggregate nearest neighbor query, which returns an optimal target point that minimizes the 
aggregate distance for a given query point set, is one of the most important operations in spatial databases 
and their application domains. This paper addresses the problem of finding the aggregate nearest neighbor 
for a merged set that consists of the given query point set and multiple points needed to be selected from a 
candidate set, which we name as merged aggregate nearest neighbor (MANN) query. This paper proposes 
two algorithms to process MANN query on road networks when aggregate function is max. Then, we 
extend the algorithms to support other aggregate functions (e.g., sum). Extensive experiments are 
conducted to examine the behaviors of the solutions in terms of five parameters affecting the performance. 
The overall experiments show that our strategies to minimize the response time are effective. 
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1. Introduction 

Location-based services (LBSs) become more and more important in our everyday life. 
Worldwide revenues from LBSs are expected to go beyond $6 Billion by 2017, according to 
ABI Research. This huge and ever-growing market has attracted lots of attentions from both 
academy and industry. In this paper, we study a new location-based query, namely Merged 
Aggregate Nearest Neighbor (MANN), on a spatial road network. 

Formally, given a target set P, a query set Q, a candidate set C and an integer n, an 
MANN query returns an optimal target point p∈P and a set of n candidates Cs from C (Cs⊆C), 
such that the aggregate distance from target point p to all the points in Q and Cs is minimized, 

i.e., q(P,Q,n,C) = {〈p,Cs〉|p∈P∧Cs∈Γ(C,n)∧∀p′∈P,∀C′∈Γ(C,n),f(p,Cs∪Q)⩽f(p′,C′∪Q)}.  

 

* A preliminary version of this work was published in the Proceedings of the 22nd International Conference on Information and 
Knowledge Management (CIKM 2013). Substantial new technical materials have been added to this journal submission. 
Specifically, the paper extends the CIKM 2013 paper by contributing (i) two new pruning strategies and a new searching strategy 
presented in Section 3, (ii) two new algorithms based on the new and old strategies presented in Section 3, and (iii) enhanced 
experimental evaluation that incorporates more parameters and metrics as presented in Section 4. Notes: (i) This manuscript is the 
authors’ original work and has not been published nor has it been submitted simultaneously elsewhere, except for the preliminary 
version (i.e., [21]) mentioned previously. (ii) The main differences between the conference version and this submission are stated 
above. (iii) All authors have checked the manuscript and have agreed to the submission. 
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